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ABSTRACT
We present a model that generates close-to-human gaze sequences for a given image in the free viewing task. The proposed approach leverages recent advances in image recognition using convolutional neural networks and sequence modeling with recurrent neural networks. Feature maps from convolutional neural networks are used as inputs to a recurrent
neural network. The recurrent neural network acts like a visual working memory that integrates the scene information
and outputs a sequence of saccades. The model is trained endto-end with real-world human eye-tracking data using back
propagation and adaptive stochastic gradient descent. Overall, the proposed model is simple compared to the state-ofthe-art methods while offering favorable performance on a
standard eye-tracking data set.
Index Terms— Eye tracking, scanpath, gaze, fixations
1. INTRODUCTION
Due to sensory and computational limitations, humans and
many other animals employ visual attention as the strategy
to actively explore the environment. Human visual system
only has high visual acuity in a small region, the fovea, and
the photoreceptor density drops rapidly when moving away
from the fovea. When a human observer gazes at a point, the
fixated region is projected onto the fovea and sampled with
highest density. The peripheral on the other hand is perceived
with low resolution. This helps reduce the amount of information the brain needs to process at a given time but it requires
the eyes to move constantly to integrate the information of
the entire scene. The mechanisms which control such eye
movements have been extensively studied in psychology and
neuroscience [1].
A similar computational bottleneck exists in computer vision where processing the entire image might be prohibitively
expensive. For example, the popular deformable part model
for object detection [2] takes a few seconds to process a single image as it uses scanning windows over the whole image. In face recognition or image classification with convolutional neural networks, the input image normally needs
to be cropped so that objects are aligned roughly at the center of the image. It could be advantageous in these cases to

have an attentional model to select meaningful regions to process. Toward this, recent work in computer vision has focused on (1) saliency models, which predict the probability
map of fixations (a comprehensive review of saliency models can be found in [3]); and (2) objectness measures [4, 5],
where potential regions containing objects are selected. However, these models ignore the sequential nature of visual attention, which could be valuable information for visual search
and large scale image analysis.

Predicting the fixation sequence is quite challenging and
has not received much attention in computer vision. The first
model [6] simply uses winner-take-all and inhibition of return schemes to output a sequence of winners from a static
saliency map. In [7, 8] authors use stochastic models for scanpath based on Levy distribution of saccades magnitudes. [9]
exploits three factors that might guide sequential eye movements: reference sensory responses, fovea periphery resolution discrepancy, and visual working memory. The first learning based method is introduced in [10] by integrating semantic information along with Levy flight and saliency map into a
Hidden Markov Model. And recently reinforcement learning
has been applied to learn the induced reward function [11] or
the fixation policy [12] to obtain state of the art performance.

In this work, we utilize both CNN and RNN’s power and
simplicity to model fixation sequences. Compared to the state
of the art [12] and other previous work [10, 3], our model offers several advantages. First, it does not assume any prior
knowledge about the data. Most previous works integrate
some understanding about eye tracking data in the models.
For example, the center bias and Levy flight distribution of
eye movements have been used either as features or priors in
[12, 10, 3]. The model in [12] is even trained with different
set of features for different eye tracking datasets. Thanks to
end-to-end training, we expect our model to learn such knowledge from the data itself. Second, the proposed method unifies the feature extraction steps into a single pass through a
CNN. Other methods normally need to extract low level features such as edges or color features and then compute semantic features using object detectors.
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Fig. 1. The overall of our model. Given an image, feature maps from CNN are extracted to feed into a RNN.
2. APPROACH
The overall approach is shown in Figure 1. Given an image,
we first extract features from a pretrained CNN. These features are then used as inputs into a RNN to make predictions
about the fixation locations. We now will discuss in detail
each component of our model.
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2.1. CNN Feature extraction
Many recent works exploited transfer learning or domain
adaptation using pretrained CNNs. The idea is that knowledge gained from training millions of images for classification
could be used for different tasks with limited labeled data.
The pretrained features from convolutional neural network
have been shown to be effective for many different tasks
ranging from fine-grained image classification [13], image
segmentation [14] to image caption generation [15]. These
features contain not only the semantic information of the images as a whole, but also the locations of such information
[16], which is a desirable property for our model. We modify
the original 16-layer VGG network [17] to retain only convolutional and pooling layers. This helps maintain the spatial
information in the extracted feature maps and allows to run
the network with different image sizes. In our experiments,
we use input size of 512x512 and the resulting output feature
maps are of size 16x16.
2.2. Spatial Quantization
In line with the CNN feature extraction, we spatially quantize
the input image into 256 regions by a 16x16 grid. Each region could be represented by a 512-dimensional feature vector from the CNN feature maps. At the same time eye tracking fixation data are binned into those regions. Each fixation
is now represented by the center of the region it is in, and a
sequence of fixations is a sequence of jumps from one region
to another. This greatly simplifies the modeling process compared to other models where fixation locations are at superpixel level [10, 12].
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a LSTM block. The green connections
are feedforward with associated weight matrices. The blue
are feedback weight connections. Best viewed in color.

2.3. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
LSTM [18] is designed to mitigate the vanishing and exploding gradients during training of recurrent neural networks,
and has been widely used for sequential modeling [19, 15].
Training a traditional RNN could be difficult because the gradient signal is multiplied many times by the recurrent weight
matrix during back propagation. If the weights are small, the
resulting gradient signal could be so small that learning will
become either too slow or even stop working (vanishing gradients). On the other hand, if the weights are large, the gradient signal could end up being too big and cause the learning to
diverge (exploding gradients). LSTM aims to fix these issues
by introducing a modular structure, referred to as a memory
cell. A memory cell includes an input gate, an output gate, a
forget gate and a self-recurrent connection. The gates control
how the cell modulates its dynamics and its interactions with

the input and the output. The forget gate modulates whether
the cell should remember or forget its previous state. The input gate controls how much of the input would have an effect
in the cell, and the output gate controls the effect of the cell at
the output (on other neurons).
An example of a LSTM block is shown in Figure 2 and its
main computations with input xt , output ht and its recurrent
cell ct are as follows:
it = σ (Wi xt + Ui ht−1 + bi )

(1)

ft = σ (Wf xt + Uf ht−1 + bf )

(2)

ot = σ (Wo xt + Uo ht−1 + bo )

(3)

c̃t = tanh (Wc xt + Uc ht−1 + bc )

(4)

ct = f t

ct−1 + it

(5)

ht = ot

ct

c̃t

2.4. Scanpath Model with LSTM
The key observation is that saccade planning is not memoryless, i.e. it is influenced by the gaze history [20]. Such visual
working memory could be naturally modeled using an LSTM.
In our case, the LSTM models the conditional transition probability of the next fixation given the current fixation and the
history of information it has seen so far. The history is expected to be remembered in the state vectors ct and ht . The
transition probability pt is computed as follows:

xt = FFx (zt )
ht = LSTM(xt , ht−1 , ct−1 )

(7)
(8)
(9)

yt = FFy (ht )

(10)

pt = softmax(yt )

(11)

Here we use CNN to extract the feature zt at the current
location St . FFs are one-layer perceptrons: the first one is
used to map the dimension of zt to the number of LSTM hidden units and the second is used to map LSTM output to the
distribution over possible locations:
P (St+1 |St , ct−1 , ht−1 ) = pt

(12)

In order to predict the first fixation, the initial states of the
LSTM is also computed from the CNN features using onelayer perceptrons:
ho = FFh (CNN), co = FFc (CNN)

We aim to estimate parameters θ of the model, including all
weight matrices and biases, from eye tracking data. The loglikelihood of one fixation sequence S = {S2 , S3 , . . . , Sn+1 }
given an image I:
L(S|I; θ) =
=

n
X
t=1
n
X

log P (St+1 |St , ct−1 , ht−1 )

(14)

log pt (St+1 )

(15)

t=1

The model is optimized so that the log-likelihood over all
training samples is maximized:

(6)

The gates {it , ft , ot } are perceptron units with sigmoid
activation σ. {Wi , Wf , Wo , Wc } and {Ui , Uf , Uo , Uc } corresponds to the weight matrices for the feedforward and feedback connection; {bi , bf , bo , bc } are biases. The gates’ modulation operator is element-wise multiplication.

zt = CNN(St )

2.5. Learning

(13)

θ? = arg max
θ

X

L(S|I; θ)

(16)

(I,S)

The equivalent form of this is the minimization problem on
traditional log loss (negative log-likelihood). From Figure 1
we can see that the computation flow of equation 15 for each
sequence is actually a DAG and thus the learning can be performed using standard back propagation.

2.6. Sequence Prediction
There are multiple approaches that can be used to generate
a sequence from the trained model. The simplest prediction
scheme is to sample the most probable location given the current location St and the states of the LSTM:
St+1 = arg max P (Lt+1 |St , ct−1 , ht−1 )

(17)

Lt+1

We sample the first location according to p1 . Given the feature
at that location we can sample from p2 , and continue until we
reach some pre-defined sequence length. This, however, is far
from optimal since the error from one time step could easily
be propagated to the next.
The optimal strategy would be searching for the sequence
with maximum likelihood based on equation 15. However,
this is too expensive because of the exponential growth of the
search space with respect to sequence length. Instead we use
beam search to generate m best sequences with largest likelihoods. We do this by always maintaining m best candidate
sequences at each step. At the end of the step, each candidate
will have 256 children for the following locations. Among all
resulting sequences we choose m of them with the maximum
likelihood. Finally, we return the best among m candidates
as the predicted sequence. We use the beam search in the our
experiments with a beam of size 20.

3. EXPERIMENTS
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We use the metric proposed by [3] to evaluate consistency of
eye tracking sequences. For each image, fixations from all human subjects are clustered using meanshift clustering with an
optimal bandwith that maximizes the interaction rate I among
clusters. Similar to [12], the interaction rate is defined as:
Nb − Nw
I=
C
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Nb is number of fixation transition between clusters, Nw
is number of transitions within clusters and C is the number
of clusters. Each cluster is then associated with a character. A
sequence of fixations is now represented as a string of characters and Needleman-Wunsch string matching algorithm [21]
can be used to to compute the distance between any two sequences.
A predicted sequence is compared to data from all of the
human subjects and scores are averaged to obtain the final
score. We also compute scores between any two subjects and
average them to get the upper bound for the performance.
3.2. Dataset
We evaluate our model using the MIT [22] dataset. The
dataset contains 1003 images with various types of object
categories. Eye tracking data was collected during a free
viewing task with 15 subjects per image, with a total of about
15,000 sequences. This is currently the largest free-viewing
eye-tracking dataset available for natural images.
3.3. Training Details
Due to limited training data, the main challenge is to deal
with overfitting. To reduce overfitting, we only train the RNN
part of the model, leaving the CNN part untouched (no finetuning). We do a simple data augmentation with horizontal
flipping to create more training examples. Even though eyetracking data are not absolutely invariant to this transformation (humans might not look at flipped texts for example), we
observe slight improvement in the results. We also try to keep
the number of model parameters small, limiting the number
of hidden units of the LSTM to only 64. The model is trained
with dropouts [23] using rmsprop [24], a variant of adaptive
stochastic gradient descent, without using momentum term.
The LSTM weights are initialized with random orthogonal
matrices, and the remaining weights are randomly initialized
with a small variance.
3.4. Results
It was first shown in [3] that when using winner-take-all
method (WTA) to compute fixation sequences, GBVS [25]
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Fig. 3. Evaluation of the RNN model (blue triangle) and baseline models GBVS [25] (black cross) and Judd [22] (green
star) and inter-subject performance (red circle) on the MIT
dataset. Best viewed in color.
and Judd [22] saliencies perform significantly better than
other saliency models. Recently [12] has shown that SVM
saliency models like Judd’s with WTA fixations can perform
comparably with state of the art [12] itself. Since we were not
able to get access to the evaluation codes of the referenced
models [9, 10, 12], we only compare our models with WTA
using Judd and GBVS saliencies. We randomly split the data,
using 90% for training and 10% for testing. We retrain the
SVM saliency model using the same training data. The comparisons are limited to 6 fixations for each sequence (similar
to [12]). Figure 3 shows the performance of three models on
the test set. The inter-subject performance is calculated over
the whole dataset. Our method performs better than WTA on
SVM (Judd’s saliency).
4. CONCLUSION
We have presented a model to predict a sequence of fixations
that humans are likely to look at in a given image (in freeviewing task). We present a simple framework to model sequences with recurrent neural networks using localized features extracted from a pre-trained convolutional neural network. The model is trained to maximize the likelihood of
fixation sequence given an image using free-viewing human
eye-tracking data. Despite its simplicity, we achieve favorable
performance compared to more complicated methods. With
recent advances in eye-tracking technology, we would expect better performance of our model when large eye-tracking
datasets become available in the future. Exploring a similar
framework to predict dynamic gaze in videos will have interesting applications in video object tracking and human assisted annotations of large data sets.
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